Inhibitory glutamate receptor channels.
Inhibitory glutamate receptors (IGluRs) are a family of ion channel proteins closely related to ionotropic glycine and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors; They are gated directly by glutamate; the open channel is permeable to chloride and sometimes potassium. Physiologically and pharmacologically, IGluRs most closely resemble GABA receptors; they are picrotoxin-sensitive and sometimes crossdesensitized by GABA. However, the amino acid sequences of cloned IGluRs are most similar to those of glycine receptors. Ibotenic acid, a conformationally restricted glutamate analog closely related to muscimol, activates all IGluRs. Quisqualate is not an IGluR agonist except among pulmonate molluscs and for a unique multiagonist receptor in the crayfish Austropotamobius torrentium. Other excitatory amino acid agonists are generally ineffective. Avermectins have several effects on IGluRs, depending on concentration: potentiation, direct gating, and blockade, both reversible and irreversible. Since IGluRs have only been clearly described in protostomes and pseudocoelomates, these effects may mediate the powerful antihelminthic and insecticidal action of avermectins, while explaining their low toxicity to mammals. IGluRs mediate synaptic inhibition in neurons and are expressed extrajunctionally in striated muscles. The presence of IGluRs in a neuron or muscle is independent of the presence or absence of excitatory glutamate receptors or GABA receptors in the cell. Generally, extrajunctional IGluRs in muscle have a higher sensitivity to glutamate than do neuronal synaptic receptors. Some extrajunctional receptors are sensitive in the range of circulating plasma glutamate levels, suggesting a role for IGluRs in regulating muscle excitability The divergence of the IGlu/GABA/Gly/ACh receptor superfamily in protostomes could become a powerful model system for adaptive molecular evolution. Physiologically and pharmacologically, protostome receptors are considerably more diverse than their vertebrate counterparts. Antagonist profiles are only loosely correlated with agonist profiles (e.g., curare-sensitive GABA receptors, bicuculline-sensitive AChRs), and pharmacologically identical receptors may be either excitatory or inhibitory, and permeable to different ions. The assumption that agonist sensitivity reliably connotes discrete, homologous receptor families is contraindicated. Protostome ionotropic receptors are highly diverse and straightforward to assay; they provide an excellent system in which to study and integrate fundamental questions in molecular evolution and adaptation.